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ABSTRACT
The Spin-Spin matrix elements for f 4 eectron configura-
tions are computed and tabulated for general usage.
* This research was supported by NASA'cont°ract NAS 9-53$4
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Introduction:
The introduction of mutual magnetic interactions arising
from relativistic corrections to the many-electron atom
should lead to improvement in theoretical multiplet
structure calculations.
Previously, researchers have made available tables of
the Spin-Spin' and Spin-Other-Orbit 2 interactions for f3
i
configurations. Judd, et a1 3,4 have presented the Spin-Spin
and Spin-Other-Orbit matrix elements for diagonal terms of
maximum multiplicity in fn systems. In this paper we
present the Spin-Spin matrix elements for f 4 configurations.
Matrix Elements of the Spin-Spin Interaction:
The matrix elements of the Spina-Spin interaction for fn
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The reduced matrix elements of H ss , occurring in Eq. (1)
are given by
(.fnYSL) IH SS I IfnY'S,L') _	 ZkN[k-1
	 (fn YSL) I "v (1 ' k-l) I IfnYSL)
k	 YSL
X 
(fn Y SL ,
, V(l ' k+l) I I fnY' s ' L ') (-1)S+L
+SI +LI
S	 S'	 2	 L''	 L	 2
X	 (2)
1	 1	 S"	 k-1 k+1 L"
where
z  
= -4{5k(k+1) (2k-1) (2k+1) (2k+3) }1/2
X (31 I C(k-1) 113) ( 3 1 I C(k+l) 11 3 )	 •	 (3)
The reduced matrix elements of the double tensor operator
V (l ' k) , and the tensor operator C  , are defined by,
(fnYSL I IV (1 ' k) I Ifny , S I P) = n{( 3 / 2 ) ( 2 S +1 ) ( 2L+1 ) ( 2S ' +1 ) ( 2L ' +1 ) 
}X_/2
X	 (fn YSL { I fn-l YSL) (fn-1YSL I }fn Y' SILT)
YSL
X
S	 S'	 1	 L	 LI	 K1
- 1 1/2 1/2	 S	 3	 3	 L
X (-1)9+L+S+L+1/2+K	 (4)
indicates an accuracy of at least seven significant figures.
and
3	 k
(311Ck 113) = -7	
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are the Wigner 3-j	 and 6-j symbols. The coefficients
(fny SL{ Ifn-1ySL) are the coefficients of fractional
parentage introduced by Racah 6 and tabulated by Nielson and
Koster'. The radial integral, M (k-1) is defined by
Marvin' as	 ,
M(k -1)





k+2 (r j )dridrjn1
j > r r 
where Pnl	 is the radial wave function for the shell	 (nl)
and	 c is the speed of light.
Discussion of Table:
Table I presents a tabulation of the matrix elements of
the Spin-Spin operator H ss for f4 configurations.
The calculations were performed in single precision on the
Univac 1108 computer. A comparison with the diagonal matrix
elements of maximum multiplicity for f 4 presented by Judd'
The matrix elements are tabulated in J-blocks. The states
j(UTv)SL) labeling a given J-block are listed in parenthesis
beside the J-value'. The matrices of H ss are presented
in upper-half diagonal form. Only the non-zero elements are
listed for a given J-block. Each matrix element is given as
the sum of three terms, one for each radial integral Mk
In a given J-block, the coefficients of the Mk 's are listed
in rows to the right of the desired matrix element. Each
entry in the table is to be multiplied by the power of ten
indicated by its following single digit.
-4-
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